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This paper investigates the joint inuen e of sea i e
in the Ar ti , based on 5 simulations with an isotopi

over and sea surfa e temperature on pre ipitation

general

δ 18 O

ir ulation model. The idea is very interesting but

I nd the analysis is shallow and disappointing. I re ommend publi ation after major revisions. Below are some
suggestions to improve the paper.

1

Major omments

1.1

•

The abstra t is misleading
The abstra t emphazing the inuen e of sea i e on
is misleading. A tually, there is almost no
The main
in Ar ti

hange

δ 18 O of Ar ti pre ipitation ex ept on
18
in δ O over most of Greenland, even

entral Greenland
oastal Greenland.

on lusion of this paper, whi h deserves to be emphasized in the abstra t, is that moderate hanges
18
onditions will have no ee t on δ O over most of Greenland, espe ially where i e ores are

sea i e

available.

•

Same in the

on lusion. e.g. l 317-320: signi ant

lo al, not where most of the i e

•
1.2

•

hanges, but it should be emphasized that they are mainly

ores are.

l 313: relatively ->  ompletely?

Need for model evaluation in the Ar ti
Before using a model, some evaluation of this model is ne essary. Can you add a gure showing the distribution
δ 18 O in the Ar ti ompared to pre ipitation data wherever they are available? (GNIP, snow

of pre ipitation
samples, i e

•

ores...)

If the model features some biases, what are the
large-s ale isotopi

response spe i

onsequen es on the

to this model, and

on lusions? For example, is the absen e of

an it be linked to the representation of the large-s ale

ir ulation or of boundary layer pro esses?

1.3

•

Sea surfa e

onditions rather than sea i e

The authors dis uss the sensitivity to sea i e
i e

over

onditions, but a tually they

annot separate the ee ts of sea

over and sea surfa e temperature. I suggest they reword all senten es by repla ing sea i e by sea surfa e

onditions. e.g. l 134 and elsewhere.

1.4

•

Question on pre ipitation weighting
18
lear. Isn't δ Op weighted by pre ipitation already on Figures 4 and
18
5? If not, what does it represent? Pre ipitation δ Op should always be pre ipitation weighted. Otherwise,
l 156: The pre ipitation weighting is not

biases are introdu ed that depend on the arbitrary hoi e of the temporal sampling. If you didn't weight by
18
pre ipitation, this is a mistake. Then on e δ Op is pre ipitation weighted, you don't need to further apply
any pre ipitation weighting, so g 6 is useless.
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1.5

•

δ 18 Op -temperature

relationships

l 161: the s atter diagrams in g 5 are interesting but underexploited. The authors

al ulate the slope for all

simulations together but don't do anything with it. What is interesting in this diagram is that in spite of the
18
similar slope, the dierent simulations appear to be shifted. For a given surfa e air temperature, the δ Op
is all the larger as the sea i e is overall redu ed. This explains why the slope for all simulations together is
larger than that for individual simulations. There is an oset that depends on sea surfa e

onditions and that

adds up to the temperature ee t. This is interesting.

•

As a

onsequen e, I disagree with the impli ations for the interpretation of

δ 18 Op

signals written by the

authors l 169-174.



In this study the

δ 18 Op -temperature

relationship is found insensitive to

hanges in the pertubations of

sea i e: the slope is the same but there is an oset, whi h is very important for the interpretation of
δ 18 Op temporal signals!



Interpreting

δ 18 Op

hanges to temperature

dependent on the sea i e distribution in the
interpreting temporal
the temporal

hanges using an Ar ti

spatial slope will therefore not be

limate where the spatial slope is estimated. Do you mean

hanges at a given lo ation? If so, this assertion is wrong. Be ause of the oset,
δ 18 Op at one lo ation will show a larger slope with temperature than expe ted

hanges in

from the Ar ti

spatial slope, whatever the limate used for the slope estimation. In other words, the
δ 18 Op -temperature relationship so that the temporal relationships will

ee t of sea i e is to disturb the

look stronger than the spatial relationships.

•
1.6

•

l 314: revise this

on lusion.

The link with vapor origin is not

l 200-204: to test the hypothesis of an adve tive ee t, you
stream or upstream

•

lear
an analyze wether the

δ 18 Ov

signals are down-

ompared to the wind dire tions.

The dis ussion on air mass origin is not

lear. l 224-225:  hanges in the

ontribution of vapor origin: if it

was the

ase, shouldn't we expe t an isotopi response at a more regional s ale? l 224: shows: how
18
eliminate the hypothesis that all the δ Op response is due to temperature?
-> The message about the inuen e or about the absen e of inuen e of a

an you

hange in air mass origin should be

laried and better supported by model analysis.

•

Symptomati

of this un lear message: l 233: the authors mention large s ale

Fig 9, where there large-s ale

•

ir ulation. Then they refer to

ir ulation is not dis ussed.

l 235-241: what is the link between these referen es and this study? How do these referen es support your
point or advan e the dis ussion?

•

l 253: all these me hanisms have the potential to alter the isotopi

omposition. But do they play a role in

this study?

•

l 255-268: This is not

lear. What is the link between storm systems and moisture sour es? Can you support

it by model analysis?
-> It would be useful to make a
analysis, and what you

•

lear distin tion between what your model analysis a tually shows, with rigorous

an spe ulate based on the litterature.

l 310-311: it looks like moisture sour es don't explain mu h of the isotopi signal based on the model analysis.
δ 18 Op simply follows air temperature. So why do you need to involve

Comparing Fig 3 and Fig 4, it looks like
the ee t of moisture sour e?
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1.7

•

Some suggested additional analysis to
One hypothesis to explain the absen e of isotopi

larify the link with large-s ale

ir ulation

response in Greenland is that air traje tories that end

up in Greenland travel in the free troposphere above the boundary layer, so are not sensitive to sea surfa e
onditions and are not re harged by Ar ti
example, you

evaporation.

an look at isotopes and large-s ale

Can you test this hypothesis in the model?

ir ulation for verti al

For

ross-se tions from the o ean to

entral Greenland?

•

l 282-290: this is interesting. What is the verti al distribution of

δ 18 Ov

response in your model? This is easy

to look at in your simulations. Looking at this will help you to understand why the isotopi

response is so

lo al.

2

Mis elaneaous
•
•

l 18: add more referen es, in luding the key histori al ones
l 32:

demonstrate -> suggest:

Observations don't demonstrate anything in absen e of some form of

modelling

•

l 64: The

itations for the isotopi

versions of CAM3 are wrong: [1℄ was for MUGCM; Noone 2003 was a

workshop with no written re ord; [2℄ only

•

l 67: what is a 3rd generation isotope s heme?
spe i

•

ites Noone 2003. Same problem l70.
This is not a

ommonly a

epted

lassi ation.

Be more

or don't mention it.

l 130-132: mat h the spatial distribution: to be more quantitative, al ulate the spatial orrelation between
δ 18 O hanges. l 133-l152 don't add mu h to the dis ussion on e we have read the rst paragraph

SST and

and looked at the gures. The

orrelation would add a quanti ation.

δ 18 Op.wgt 

-> pre ipitation weighted

δ 18 Op ,

named

δ 18 Op.wgt ,

•

l 156: pre ipitation weighted

•

Figure 3

aption: are these annual mean?

•

Figure 4

aption: are these annual mean?

•

l 205: Latent heat ux is not a proxy for evaporation, they are a tually the same, ignoring a multipli ation
fa tor.

•

Figure 8: how many grid points are

onsidered for ea h year? Can you add this information? Can you add

error bars? (standard deviation)

•

l 246: weakening: for whi h years? Aren't there any years with strengthening of the wind speed? If so, there
ould be an ee t of looking at individual years versus using

limatologi al SSTs.
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